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EDITORIAL INTEREST & READERSHIP RESEARCH ON THE WEB
CGC has developed a comprehensive program to measure specific editorial readership and interest levels among
subscribers. It is also a predictive tracking program that serves as an early warning system highlighting those editorial
areas where improvement is needed, and those that require little or no action. Since changes in reader attitude generally
precede action…reports are predictive of future shifts in your customer (reader) retention levels.

INTERNET EDITORIAL RESEARCH – FAST, ACCURATE, ECONOMICAL
Internet research offers publishers, and other e-commerce web sites, the ability to respond to specific research
requests, and offer unique information, on an as-needed basis…and at an affordable price. In the editorial research
program each selected respondent is notified via e-mail that they have been selected to participate, recruited to
cooperate in the survey approximately one week after the issue mailing date, and instructed to click on the
questionnaire “hot-link”, located on their email page, for their study questionnaire. After the respondent clicks,
he/she is linked to the appropriate research questionnaire page. The respondents electronically submit their
completed questionnaire by clicking on the “submit” button at the bottom of the questionnaire page.
The questionnaire contains graphics of the cover and the table of contents of the measured issue as an aid to
recalling each measured editorial item and the specific issue of the publication.
The concept of developing web research using state-of-the-art “electronic” survey techniques makes a great
deal of sense, both from a perceptual and cost efficiency viewpoint. You will be able to combine the
benefits of conducting accurate editorial research with the speed, efficiency, and accuracy of the Internet.
WHAT INFORMATION IS REPORTED?
Each study issue, or tracking wave, clients will receive a tracking report that generates individual wave ratings and
normative rating scores that reflect the previous three-wave average.
The basic report package includes the following:
• A comparison of subscriber vs. newsstand readership/exposure and interest in each editorial
• A comparison of individual editorial item ratings to appropriate subscriber / newsstand category “norms”
• Readership/interest ratings for subscriber and newsstand samples evaluated in total and by reader age group
• A written and graphic analysis that shows each wave’s results and summarizes key findings, highlighting areas of
improvement
WHAT IS YOUR INVOLVEMENT?
• Provide the subscriber sample each survey wave.
PUBLISHER BENEFITS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measure readership and interest in each editorial published…every measured issue
Build editorial “norms” for your publication as a benchmark for comparison to each measured editorial
Develop a predictive tracking program that pinpoints potential erosion for specific editorials and editorial categories
before it happens
Compare the inter-relationships between subscriber and newsstand readers issue-by-issue
Understand the role of specific covers and cover features in the influence of newsstand purchase
Maximize newsstand sales levels by adjusting editorials and covers to meet the expectations of newsstand buyers
Estimate potential subscription level shifts by tracking newsstand intention-to-subscribe, and subscriber renewal
intentions
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In this example each measured editorial in the April issue of The Cyber Journal is evaluated by the basic “Readership”
and “Interest” scores as well as by total exposure “Recognition” and by thorough & partial readership “Impact” scores.
Then, each editorial is evaluated by a key rating: the Interest (Very Interesting)/ Impact (Thorough & Partial Readership)
ratio. Finally, the individual editorial ratings are compared to the issue average

Because individual editorial items almost always fit into standard “editorial categories” as defined by the publisher…a similar
“category analysis” table is generated to evaluate the health of specific editorial categories and to use as the basis for
developing “normative” rating scores for the title.
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